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ABSTRACT 

Fashion E-commerce is a fast growing industry now-a-days which promotes culture and tradition of worldwide trends. 

Fashion plays an important role in which a person expresses his/her personality. Fashion is everywhere, whether it is in 

attitude, lifestyle, profession or religion. Customers are highly active in shopping and prioritize online shopping over 

traditional shopping resulting in rise of electronic commerce. It has been serving customers on a large scale since 2015 

through electronic media such as Mobile Phones, Television etc. These have contributed majorly to the evolution of 

Fashion. Evolution of fashion industry in India has its roots centuries back and moved through seasonal trends. 

Although these advancements took place decade back, some customers still prefer traditional approach over the online 

approach. To understand the diversified trends, facts of present and historical data have been considered.  
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INTRODUCTION 

E-commerce has taken place in Indian market starting with books and media as the key category. It has scaled up 

and provided wide offerings. The increase in spectrum of internet now-a-days has led the fast growth of e-commerce 

as a major retail channel in apparel industry. The other category that got included like baby care, foot wear, 

accessories and lifestyle. Major challenge faced by consumers is that they could not “touch & feel” the products 

before making purchase decision. Also, they are resistant to purchase as they are high priced. 

Fashion: Fashion is a popular latest style of clothing followed by people; it is a form of self expression of feelings 

and mood through dressing sense.  

E-Commerce: E-commerce is the process of buying or selling of products using electronic media or over internet. 

Various electronic technologies draw E-commerce such as Mobile, Internet marketing, television, telephones, online 

transaction, supply chain management system, inventory management system and data collection system. 

Fashion E-Commerce: Fashion E-commerce is the process of buying and selling of fashion apparels, shoes and 

accessories online through various electronic technologies. It draws many areas such as Mobile, Internet marketing, 

television, telephones, online transaction, supply chain management system, inventory management system and data 

collection system. 

Visual Merchandising: Visual merchandising in an E-commerce industry is the display of goods in such a way that 

it becomes eye catching, attractive and appealing in the eyes of the customer.  

VISUAL MERCHANDISING IN E-COMMERCE 

In the growing E-commerce market, Visual Merchandising is not only a strategy which retailers are using but it is 

also the food of thought to boost sales at various online platforms. The best known online platforms of India are 
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Jabong, Myntra, Amazon, Lime road etc. These online platforms have enhanced electronic media and helped customers to 

easily shop from homes, offices using electronic media sources such as television, smart phones, computers and 

telephones. 

It is a key to help people to draw their attention towards one product among thousands of products being 

displayed in a photo shoot. The way the product’s photo shoot is done makes the product visually appealing to the 

audience. 

ELEMENTS OF VISUAL MERCHANDISE 

Hues 

The essence of a color palette selected in a photo shoot enhances the appearance of a product on screen. For example: 

warm color along with a cool color contrast such as saffron with a mint green combo, neutral hue with a cool color contrast 

such as Navy with neutral white color combo which all together perfectly complement each other and thus make sense to 

the customer’s choice of satisfaction in terms of color combinations.  

Size and Shape 

Elevation of various products and the props used along with clicking images of product to be sold makes it more noticeable 

in respect of its size and shape and attracts the customer’s attention such as tables, a flower pot, bags, camera, and  

Suitcase etc. of appropriate sizes. This in turn, tells a story of the merchandise which is clearly visible in figure 1 

and 2. 

  
Figure 1. Figure 2. 

Lightening 

A special light effect is important to be given on a display of apparel such that highlighting to a darker mode depending on 

its selection of area of visibility in a studio, which is portrayed in figure 3. It gives a sense of clarity in defining various 

features of garments such as surface ornamentation like embroideries and embellishments and various trims such as 

decorative buttons. Various other techniques while placing the products, as shown in figure 4 enhances the appearance of a 

shoot. It helps customer urge to promote and consider online purchases. 
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Figure 3. Figure 4. 

Fashion Models 

Right Selection of a model for a shoot with vital statistics has to be taken into consideration at online platforms and is to 

complement apparels to be displayed. The base where the apparel is displayed or advertises serves as a visual aid for 

people who are creating a story with their different pose portrayed, as shown in figure 5, symbolizing a basic pose and 

figure 6 showcasing a creative shoot. Models which encompass stunning looks, good height and body are considered 

primarily. 

  
Figure 5. Figure 6. 

Customer’s Psychology 

As the psychology of customers is concerned, studies have shown that customer urge to buy a cheap products at affordable 

price. Online Retailers have discovered that lower average price apparels are mostly sellable online. Not only it has to be 

visually appealing on screen but it has to be affordable at the same time. The online retailers efficiently keep promotional 

tools ready at the right time, which help them gain maximum profit.  

STRATEGICAL EFFECTS 

Apparels and fashion products are sold at average price and not on market retail price because of the power of promotions 

and high discount being proposed to the customers. The discount strategy helps in boosting sales online. Even if the person 

is not in mood of purchase, his mindset changes on finding a coupon. In the present scenario, people are very smart and 

intellectual. They wish to spend money effectively so as to be profitable. Surveys suggest that majority of age groups of 

20-35 years are mostly active in purchasing online during promotional strategies.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Model_Posing_On_Typical_Studio_Set.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Atmosphere_Models_2014.jpg
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It has been ascertained from the data that keeping lower cost at the initial stage i.e the phase of constructing a 

garment from a fabric from the scratch, is later highly profitable. The manufacturers should maintain the lowest cost price 

in manufacturing the garments as it has to be sold at online market place, with 30-40% commission goes to the market, and 

some goes to the mediators i.e an E-commerce agency (Where they keep a margin of 20-30%) and remaining is left for the 

actual vendor on each piece of design in the inventory. Thus, lesser the cost price at initial stage, more will be the profit 

later on.  

GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE IN INDIA 

Table 1: Growth of E-Commerce in India 

Sl. No. Year Findings 

1 2009 Growing of electronic media 

2 2011 Indian E-tailing is estimated Rs 3,600 crore 

3 2013 Market meet up to $12.6 Billion 

4 2014 35 Million shoppers 

5 2015 Market has reached Rs 1,07,800 crore. 

6 2016 Jewelry products increased 

7 2017 Became fast growing industry in India 

8 2018 E-commerce grows to USD 38.5 Billion 

Interpretation: From the above table, we can conclude that there has been significant rise of E-commerce industry in the 

Indian market between the period, 2009-2018. 

Table 2: Market Place Acquisition Timelines 

Date Acquisition Companies Involved 

May 2014 Acquisition Flip kart acquired Myntra 

March 2015 Acquisition Snapdeal acquires Unicommerce 

April 2015 Acquisition Snapdeal acquires Free charge 

April 2016 Acquisition Flip kart acquires Phone pe 

June 2017 Acquisition Myntra acquires jabong 

July 2018 Acquisition Axis bank acquires free charge 

May 2019 Acquisition Walmart acquires flipkart 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the current online shopping era, Indian fashion industries is advancing in E-commerce and growing rapidly and 

providing an amazing experience of buying & selling. Various methods and tactics in visual merchandising promote 

purchases. It is very important to promote the products and motivate customers and provide satisfying buying experience. 

It is important to maintain lower cost of the garment at the initial stage so that maximum profit can be kept in the end and 

fill the gap of inclination towards online rather than traditional form of shopping. In future, Fashion E-commerce is 

expected to take a step ahead to grow more rapidly. 
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